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METHOD 0F FORMING MULTEPLE PASSAGEWAY 
PLAST?C CONDUIT 

Louis H. Barnett,3631 Encanto Drive, 
Fort Worth,Tex,76109 

OriginaIapplication June 4,1971,Ser. No.149,910,now 
abandoned. Divided and this appication July20,1972, 
Ser. No.273,359 

Int?CI.B29c I7/07,25/00,B29d23/04 
U.S. CI?264-89 6 CHims 

ABSTRACT 0F THE DISCLOSURE 
Methodfor formingconduit havingaplurality of longi 

tudinaly extending passageways disposed adjacent each 
other within an exterior wall,the passageways having at 
1east a portion of their interior wails in common with 
adjacent passageways. The conduit is continuously eX? 
truded and sized in a vacuum chamber. Cooling stinger 
means extending from the die are used to Support the 
conduit until cooled to a non-pliable State. Cooling fuid 
may be applied interiorly along the paSSageWayS So aS to 
efect vertically decreasing pressures within the paSSage 
ways for further supporting the interior walls thereabout. 

Thisis a division of application Ser. No.149,910,filed 
June 4,1971,now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
(1) Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to pipe; and,more partsuary 
it relates to conduit means haying a plurality of longi 
tudinaly extending paSSagewayS. 

(2) Description of the Prior Art 
Conduit means,orpipe,has been used for a wide Vari 

ety of purposes. One fairly recent innovation that has in 
creased with the advent of underground utities has been 
the short Sections of concrete pipe having a plurality of 
1ongitudinaly extending passageways. The concrete Sec? 
tions had to be short,since they were So dificult to han 
dle. They were heavy,frangible in the Sense of being 
easiy broken when dropped,expensive and infiexible;and 
were laboriously joined together because of the large 
number ofjointsrequired tojointhe short Sections. More 
over,each of the joints required hand application of an 
adhesive material to join the sections,further adding to 
the expense of the instalation,Also,the concrete pipe 
sections were relatively costly to form. 

Because of these disadvantages,there has been a more 
recentincreased use of single passageway plastic pipe to 
replace the concrete,because of the obvious advantages 
of the longer lengths of the lightweight and leSS costly 
pipes;and the less expensive installation. When a plu 
rality of longitudinally extending passageways were de 
sired,the plastic pipes were assembled,or banded to 
gether to form bundles. Although advantageous,these 
bundles were costly to aSSemble and were dificuit to in 
stall,particularly whenjoiningtogether longitudinally or 
makingturns,as by elbows;commonly called Sweeps. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIGS. 1-5 are cross Sectional views of diferent con 

duit means having a respective plurality of longitudinally 
extending passageways in accordance with reSpective 
embodiments of this invention. 
FIG,6is a side elevational view,partlyin Section and 

partly Schematic,of apparatus for manufacturing the 
conduit means of this invention. 
FIG,7is a Side elevational cross Sectional view of one 

embodiment of a die head means for extruding the con 
duit means of this invention? 
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2 
FIG,8 is a top cross Sectional view taken along the 

line VIII?VIII of the die head means of FIG,7. 
FIG,9is a side elevational view,mostly in Section,of 

One of the stingers employed in the embodiment of 
FIG,7? 
FIG,10 is a top plan view,mostly in Section,of the 

stinger of FIG,9. 
FIG,11 is a side elevational wiew,partlyinsectionand 

partly Schematic,illustrating another embodiment of 
this invention employing a dual cross head die for ex 
trusion of the conduit in two parts whichare thenjoined 
together While the contiguous walls are stil hot. 
FIG,12 is a top plan view,partly in Section,taken 

along the lines XII—XII of FIG,11. 
FIG.13 is an end cross sectional view of the dual ex 

trudate forming the conduit as the contiguous walls are 
being joined,in accordance with the embodiment of 
FTG,11? 
FIG,14is an end cross sectional view of another em 

bodiment of this invention in which dual cross head dies 
are employed to form a dual extrudate which isjoined 
tOgether to form the unitary conduit, 
FIG. 15 is a partial cross Sectional view,partly sche 

matic,ilustrating another method for forming the con 
duit means of this invention byemploying diferent pres 
Sures within the respective longitudinally extending pas 
SageWayS of the conduit means,in accordance with an 
other embodiment of this invention. 
FIG.16 is a plan view,partly cutaway and sectioned, 

illustrating the formation of an elbow in accordance 
With one embodiment of this invention. 
FIG.17is an isometric view,partly cutaway and sec 

tioned,ilustrating a coupling means forjoiningsections 
of the conduit meansinaccordance with one embodiment 
of this invention, 
FIG,18is a plan viewinsection of the couplingmeans 

of FIG,17 beingemployed to joinsections ofconduit, 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
It is an object of thisinventionto provide aprocessfor 

making ightWeight pipe having a plurality of longi 
tudinaly extending paSSageways that can be made and 
readily handled and employed in long Sections and that 
obviates the disadvantages of the prior art structure in 
assembly and installation. It is also an object of this 
invention to provide for production of the lightweight 
pipe having the plurality of longitudinaly extending 
paSSageways by an automated extrusion process that 
Keeps coSts loW. 

It is also an object of thisinvention to provide methods 
of bending and joining the pipe having the plurality of 
1ongitudinally extending passageways to further reduce 
the costs and alleviate the problems of the prior art in 
this area of technology. 

These and other objects wil be apparent when taken 
in conjunction with the following descriptive matter and 
the attached drawings. 

In accordance with one embodiment of this invention, 
there is provided pipe,or conduit means,such as illus 
trated in FIGS. 1-5,Therein,the conduit means 11 has 
an exterior wall 13 that is formed of an extrudable 
plastic. A plurality of paSSageWays 15 extending longi 
tudinally of the conduit means 11,are disposed adjacent 
each other and within the exterior wall13.The passage 
ways,15 have at least a portion of their interior walls 
17,thatare notformed bythe exterior wall,in common 
With an adjacent paSSageway. The interior Walls 17 are 
also formed of an extrudable plastic. 
The plurality of passageways may comprise only a 

pair of adjacent passageways, or it may comprise any 
desired number;Such as,9,FIG,3 and FIG,5;11,FIG. 
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2;12,FIG,4;14,FIG.1;or any other desired number. 
Moreover,the paSSageways may be circular in croSS 
Sectional shape,asillustrated in FIG.5,or they may be 
defined by a plurality of Substantially fiat sides;such as, 
the square sides of FIGS.1?3,or the hexagonally shaped 
passageways illustrated in FIG.4. Any other shape may 
be employed if desired. 
One particular advantageous aspect of an embodiment 

of this invention is that the conduit means having the 
plurality of longitudinaly extending passageways may be 
produced continuously by an extrusion method to pro 
duce the conduit means economically. Basically,the 
method comprises the folowing steps. First,a molten 
plasticisextruded through a die means havinga plurality 
of adjacent pin means that are spaced apart So as to 
define a continuous extrusion paSSageway around the 
reSpective pin means. In this way the extrusion passage 
Way forms a hot extrudate thatis continuous and closed 
in cross Section and that defines a plurality of Iongi 
tudinally extending paSSagewayS,each passageway having 
at least a portion ofits interior,orinternal,wallin com 
mon with an adjacent passageway,Second,the hot eX 
trudate is cooled while simultaneously sizing it and ef 
fecting a preSSure on the interior of the hot extrudate 
that is higher than the pressure on the exterior of the 
extrudate. External Support structure is employed to size 
and Support the exterior Walls of the extrudate to prevent 
distortion of the exteriorwals underthe force ofgravity 
and the diferential presSure from the interior to the ex 
terior of the extrudate until the extrudate is cool enough 
to resist such distortion. The interior walls may be sup 
ported by stinger means on the respective pin means for 
the interior walls,or by a diferential pressure,as wil 
become more apparent hereinafter. Third,the extrudate 
is further cooled to the conduit means in a non-pliable 
State. Fourth,the cooled extrudate,or conduit means,is 
pulled outwardly So as to efect movement of the ex 
trudate away from the die means. Finally,the conduit 
meansis cut into Sections of predetermined length by a 
Saw means that efects an exactly square cut;that is,a 
cut thatis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the 
conduit means. 
The conduit means may be formed from any of the 

extrudable thermoplastic materials. These thermoplastic 
materials include the economical polymers such as poly 
vinyl chloride(PVC);polystyrene,the polyolefinic poly 
mers like high density polyethylene and polypropylene; 
and the more expensive but more easily workable copoly 
mers such as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene copolymer 
(ABS). The raw ingredients which are fed into the ap 
paratus include,in addition to the thermoplastic material, 
a lubricant; Such as,a hydrocarbonaceous material like 
parafin;that is comminuted to fine particles and added 
to the thermoplastic material for lubricating the dies,the 
pins,and the bushings,definingthe annular Space through 
which the plastic extrudate will be extruded. Also in 
cluded is a conventional commercial modifier for adding 
impact resistance. The modifier may be a rubber type 
compound to prevent brittleness and increase the tensile 
Strength of the pipe,particularlywhere PVCisemployed, 
since the PVC alone is very brittle,In addition,the ap 
pearance of the pipe is improved,and its resistance to 
degradation;for example, degradation in the presence of 
the ultraviolet light component of the Sunlight;is im 
proved by the addition of a pigment Such as titanium di 
oxide and carbon black. Moreover,progress is being 
made in the use of inert additives Such as calcium car 
bonate to add bulk without detrimentally afecting the 
properties of the conduit. The technology of the various 
materials which are employed has been well developed 
in the production of Single passageway plastic pipe,par 
ticularly in the United States where the sophisticated 
chemicals were employed to compensate for mechanical 
equipment that Was not aS refined as that employed in 
otherparts of the World, 
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4 
Apparatus for efecting the method of extruding the 

conduit means having the plurality of longitudinally ex 
tending passageways is illustrated in FIG. 6. Therein, 
the apparatus comprises the major elements and assem 
blies of a blender and extruder means21,coolingand siz 
ing chamber means41,pulling means 43,and square cut 
ting means 45. 
A hopper 19is provided for feeding the pre-blended 

feed material; Such as,the polymer,Iubricant,and modi 
fier;to the blender and extruder means 21,The blender 
and extruder means 21 may comprise a single Screw type 
Or a multiple Screw type,Both types of blender and ex 
truder means have beenemployedin extrudingsingle pas 
Sageway conduit,Before this invention,however,engi 
neers have considered the extrusion of the more complex 
multiple-paSSageway conduit impractical,primarily be 
cause of the dificulties with Supporting and cooling the 
internal wals,which is described in detail hereinafter. 
The blender and eXtruder means21 have,orcan be modi 
fied to have,the requisite fiexibility to extrude multiple 
paSSageway conduit. As illustrated,the blender and ex 
truder means 21 has therewithin a plasticizer means for 
converting the feed material into a viscous molten mass 
and is of the multiple screw type. Preferably,for fexi 
bility,the plasticizer means comprises a plurality of 
heated Screws,or augers,for kneading and heating the 
feed material to its molten temperature and mixing 
thoroughly. The blender and extruder means21 has aset 
of back screws that,as illustrated,are heated by a circu 
lation of hot oil through an inlet conduit23 and universal 
coupling 25. The hot oil passes outwardly through an 
efiuent conduit 27,A hot oil source is conventionally 
aVailable in Such extrusion plants and need not be de 
Scribed in detail herein. If desired,the back screws may 
be heated electricaly by conventionaly employedelectri 
cal conductors,brushes,and slip rings. The back screws 
comprise a counter rotating pair of screws for mixing the 
feed material to almost extrudable form,then dropping 
it Verticaly into the front set or sets of counter rotating 
Screws for efecting a cooler molten extrudate that is 
more readily fowable for efecting complicated extrusion 
profiles with better results. The forward set of screws 
comprise two or more sets of counterrotatingscrews that 
develop a high positive pressure for feeding the plastic 
through the heating means such as the electrical heaters 
29 and the die means31. 
The reSpective Sets of screws are powered by a suit 

able motor 33 acting through suitable drive means with 
in the base Support35 of the blender andextruder means 
21. Regardless of whether one or more screws are em 
ployed,they are driven by adjustable drives;suchas,the 
Conventionaly employed "Dynamatic"drive;for variable 
Speed control and the requisite flexibity. Since these 
drive means are conventional,they are not shown,Suit 
able blender and extruder means with the desiredadjust 
able drive means are commercially availablefrom domes 
tic andinternationalmanufacturers. 

In addition to the adjustment of the drive means,suit 
able Speed control means and temperature control means 
are employed;and are housedin anairconditioned room 
Separate from the heated screws in the blender and ex 
truder means 21,Desirably,the control room containing 
the temperature and Speed controls will be locked,to 
prevent adjustment of the respective temperature and 
Speed by.each shift of employees,for producing more 
nearly uniform conduit means. 
Aconduit means 37is connected withavacuumsource 

for drawingair out of the powdered feed materialswhich 
are addedin hopper19. 
The die means 31 is firmly,but removably attached to 

the remainder of the blenderandextruder means21,as 
by Strong retention ring47,alone,orin conjunction with 
additional fianges on parts of the die means,as will be 
come apparent hereinafter. FIG.7illustrates a Side ele 
Vational,cross Sectional view of one embodiment of the 
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die means 31,A plurality of pin means Such as pins 49 
and 51 are cantilevered from a strong spider 53 and are 
disposed So as to define a plurality of extrusion paSSage 
ways55 and 57 for extrusion of the exteriorandinterior 
Wals of the conduit meanS. The number and croSS Sec 
tional shape of the respective pin means are, of course, 
designed to efect the number and cross Sectional shape 
of the longitudinally extending paSSageways of the con 
duit means,The Strong Spider 53 must be able to retain 
the respective pin means in place against the relatively 
High force created by the diferential pressure tending to 
force the pin means outwardiy. Each of the respective 
pin means which Supports an interior Wall of the conduit 
thatis Subject to deformation under the force of gravity 
has a stinger 59 to Support the Wall asitis being cooled 
to a temperature to resist deformation under the force of 
gravity,The stinger 59is cantilevered from the respective 
pin to efect the desired Support of such interior walls. 
Such interior walls are typified by horizontal interior 
wal117,FIG.1. 

FIG. 8 is a plan view along the lines VIII?VII 
of FIG.7 showing the respective pin means,49 and 51; 
extrusion passageways 55 and 57,and stinger 59. Asil 
1ustrated in FIGS,7and 8,there are a plurality ofinlet 
passageways 61,63,65,and 67 disposed respectively at 
the top,bottom and sides of the die means 31 forefecting 
a more nearly event distribution of the dificultly flow 
able moltenplastic feed materials to the reSpective extru 
sion passageways Moreover,vertical and horizontalflow 
passageways 69 and71 are defined by recesses in the re 
spective pin means to facilitate achieving a more neary 
uniform distribution of the plastic material to be ex 
truded through the respective extrusion paSSagewayS. 
Even with the liberal flow passageways,a preSSure of up 
to 1500—2000pounds per square inch may be required to 
be Suppied by the Screws in the blender and extruder 
means21 to achieve the desired distribution of the plastic 
such that no interfaces are formed as the molten plastic 
materialjoins and fows through the reSpective extrusion 
passageways,The die means31;havingthe extrusion pas 
sageways,the pins,and the inletpassageways;is afixed to 
the remainder of the blender and extruder means 21 by 
suitable flange means Such as fianges 73. For eX 
ample,the conduit means 48,FIG,1,may have at 
one end flange means to mate with the flanges 
73 and at the other end flange means to ft within 
retention ring47;in order to facilitate disassembly. The 
fianges on the die means 31 and the conduit means 48 
may be fastened together by any of the conventional 
fastening means; such as,stud bolts and nuts through 
apertures,or U clamps having bolts therein. FIGS.9 
and 10 are side and top cross Sectional views showing 
more details of construction of the pin means Such as 
pins51.Asilustratedin FIGS.7-10,a central passage 
wayis defined;for example,by conduit_means 75;for 
passage of a first coolingfuid centraly through the pin 
means and into the interior of respective longitudinaly 
extending passageways of the conduit means that is 
extruded through the die means 31,The first cooling 
fuid may comprise any chiled,readily fowable fuid, 
but preferably comprises a gaseous fuid that does not 
tend to distort the interior wals of the conduit means. 
For example,chiled airis a particularly preferred fuid 
for reasons of economy. A Second annular paSSageWay 
is defined by a Second conduit means 77 for paSSage of 
a second cooling fuidinto the interior of the pin means 
51.Ascan be seenin FIGS.9 and 10,the Second conduit 
means 77 extends to the closed end of the stinger 59, 
when one is used on the pin means,to pass the Second 
cooling fuid completely through the stinger 59. A third 
passageway such as defined by third conduit means 79 
afords an efuent passageway for paSSage of the Second 
coolingfuid outwardly from within the stinger 59. The 
second cooling fuid may comprise chiled air,or chiled 
oil,or any other similar cooled, readily fowable fuid. 
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The oils which are employed as a cooling fuid should 
have a boiling point above the softening temperature 
of the plastic,which may be as high at 300°-350° F. 
Because of this relatively high temperature,wateris not 
preferred as a cooling fuid;since ittends to turn rapidly 
to Steam,With attendant preSSure increase and thermal 
shock to the equipment. Water does aford a highly ef 
fective heat transfer fuid,however,since it absorbs its 
1atent heat of evaporation and may be efective with cer 
tain embodiments Such as the stainless steels which can 
Survive the thermal shock. Similarty,the Short pins 49 
have the Same first cooling fluid fiowing centrally there 
through and the circulation of the Second cooling fiuid 
into and from them. The stinger 59 must be structurally 
strong,yet readily pass heat from the hot plastic extru 
date inwardly to the Second coolingfiuid being circulated 
within the stinger 59 and the pin means 51. This require 
ment is beSt met by employing alloys Such as Stainless 
steel in making the pin means,Aloys other than stain 
less steel may be employed in certain instances,For ex 
ample,when the plastic is a readily flowable plastic such 
as ABS,the pin means may be formed of material hav 
ing leSS Structural Strength;for example,alloys of cop 
per or aluminum.,On the other hand, high Structural 
Strength alloys such as titanium and chromium aloys 
maybe employedif desired, 
While concentric passageways and conduits 75,77, 

and 79 are iustrated,the passageways may be other 
wise formed and located,as long as the required cooling 
and Supplying ofpressureis efected. 

Suitable die means employing the design delineated 
herein may be fabricated or ordered Special from domes 
tic and international manufacturers. 

Referringto FIG.6,the hotextrudate is extrudedfrom 
the die means in the form of exterior and interior walls 
that are continuous in croSS Section and that define the 
plurality of longitudinally extending passageways. The 
hot extrudate passes into the cooling and sizing means 
41.The hotextrudate isin the form ofasoft,shaped con 
duit meams. The respective stingers 59 extend inwardly 
into the cooling and sizing means 41 for Support of the 
interior wals,since they are otherwise subject to distor 
tion as noted hereinbefore. Asilustrated,the cooling and 
sizing means 41 also comprises a Vacuum chamber,Spe 
cifically,a chiled cooling fuid Such as chilled water is 
Sprayed into the interior of the cooling and sizing means 
41 via conduit 81 and Spray heads 83 forrapidly chilling 
the exterior Walls,The chilled water is maintained at 
about 55°in a conventional refrigeration assemblyin con 
Ventional plants manufacturing Single passageway plastic 
pipe,Such conventional refrigeration assemblies need not 
be described herein. The accumulated liquid suchas water 
85is withdrawnfrom the bottom ofthe coolingandsizing 
means 41 via conduit 87 connected with Suitable vacuum 
pump(not Shown). The level of the water 85 is main 
tained by conventional liquid level controller which,in 
turn,operates the vacuumpump(notshown). Inaddition, 
the partial Vacuum is controlled via Suitable conduit 89, 
and Vacuum regulator 91.The conduit 89,downstream of 
the vacuum regulator 91,is connected with a suitable 
gaseous Vacuum pump to maintain the vacuum on the in 
terior of the cooling and sizing means 41. The vacuum is 
maintained by suitable fexible closure means 99 ateach 
end of the cooling and sizing means 41 to preventinfux 
of1arge quantities of air whichwould destroy the partial 
Vacuum therewithin. 

Suitable perforated plate Support means 93 are pro 
vided for sizing the external dimensions of the conduit 
means beingextruded. Expressedotherwise,theperforated 
Support plate means 93 are placed so asto define exactly 
the external dimensions of the conduit means. The per 
forations95extendingthroughthe Supportmeans93alow 
the exteriorwals ofthe conduit meansto beforced closely 
contiguous the interior surfaces of the support means 93 
by the atmospheric pressure on the interior of the longi 
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tudinally extendingpassageways actingagainst the partial 
vacuum ontheinterior ofthe sizingand coolingmeans41… 
In fact,the cooling fuid supplied to the interior of the 
1ongitudinally extending passageways through conduit 
means75createsapositive pressure whichisslightlyabove 
atmospheric,although the open ends 97 of the reSpective 
passageways are open to atmospheric preSSure. Thus,it 
canbeseenthatthe coolingfluidfowingcentrallythrough 
conduit75 and through the interior of the longitudinaly 
extending passageways,also Serves to efect a preSSure 
diferential acroSS the exterior Walls of the conduit meanS 
11. 
The described cooing and sizing means 41 is Similar to 

a spray type conventionally employed in extrusion of 
single passageway conduit. If desired,the cooling and 
sizing means 4 may be similar to another type also em 
ployed in cooling and sizing Single passageway conduit. 
For example,it may comprise a container fled with a 
chilled liquid,having a restricted inlet of the chilled liq 
uid such as chilled water and having the desired vacuum 
maintained by a Suction pump pumping the liquid there 
from. 
The coolingis rapid within the coolingand sizing means 

41,so the hot extrudate is quickly formed into the de 
sired,self-sustaining shape of the conduit means having 
the plurality of longitudinaly extending passageways. If 
desired,however,a Second cooling means such as cooling 
chamber 101 may be employed. As illustrated,cooling 
chamber101employs chilledwaterfed by Suitable conduit 
103 and spray heads 105 for cooling the conduit means 
11 completely. The accumulated water107is drained via 
suitable conduit109connected with apump(notshown). 
The pump may be operated by suitable liquid level con 
troler(notshown).The cooling chamber101is not main 
tained at a vacuum,Since the conduit means will have 
been cooled to a temperature where itis Self-supporting, 
and bothitsinterior and exterior walls resist deformation. 
The conduit means11 ispulled outwardly ata constant 

speed by the pulling means 43. Puling means 43 is 
similar to the pullers conventionaly employedin the ex 
trusion of single passageway conduit;such as,those em 
ployingfriction belts interposed on reSpective sides of the 
conduit means;or,as illustrated,those employing a plur 
ality of groups of wheels having a resilient covering,In 
any event,the engaging Surfaces;Such as,belt or the 
reSilient covering; and the adjustable dimension there 
between are adapted for accommodating the respective 
size and shape of the conduit means 11. 

If desired,a labeing means 111 may be employed for 
marking the conduit means 11 with the desired trade 
marks,instructions,or caveats. Such labelers are conven 
tional and need not be described in detail herein. Ordin 
arily,they comprise one or more Iower wheels112 having 
the desired marking which are disposed contiguous the 
conduit means 11 and contiguous a Suitable inking means 
Such as rotor113. 
The continuously moving conduit means 1?is then cut 

into Sections of the desired length by the square cutting 
means 45. The square cutting means 45may comprise any 
means that will efect a square cut. For example,it may 
comprise a laser beam that Severs the conduit,the laser 
source being movable with the conduitto efect the square 
cut. Asilustrated,the Square cutting meansis similarto 
those employedin the extrusion ofsinglepassagewaycon 
duit and need not be describedin complete detail herein. 
Such Square cutting means include the complete elec 
trical System including motor starter with thermal over 
1oad protection and imit switch actuation of the cutting 
cycle Suitable accessories suchasspecialacousticalsound 
absorption equipment may be employed to meet Depart 
ment of Laborenvironment noise standards if desired.A 
brief description of the operation of the square cutting 
means45isbelievedinstructive,however Specifcaly,the 
conduit means 11 proceeds along a lineal assembly line; 
Such as,track means defined by a plurality of support 
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8 
means114;to contact a limit Switch115.The limit Switch 
115iselectricalyconnected with the Square cuttingmeans 
45,as ata solenoid valve 117.The square cutting means 
45 hasan uppersection119that carries a saw means121 
andis reciprocally movable,as by wheeled carriage 123. 
The uppersection119also has a resilientgripping means 
125 for gripping the conduit means 11 in reSponse to 
downward movement of an "over radial°arm 127. The 
over radialarm 127is pivotally mounted on one end and 
connected,at its other end to a Suitable power meanS 
such aS ram 129.The ram 129 is reSponsive to flow of a 
motive fuid via Solenoid valve 117 to move the free 
end downwardly and clamp the resilient gripping meanS 
125 against the moving conduit means 11. Thereafter, 
the upper section 119including the Saw means 121 will 
move along the lineal assembly line concomitantly with 
the conduit means 11,Accordingly,the Saw means 121 
is connected so as to move lineally with the conduit 
means to efect a Square cut as it moves upwardly to 
make the cut. Asillustrated,the Saw means 121 is moved 
upwardly by a pneumatic ram 133 that is connected by 
a Solenoid valve 135 with the limit Switch 115 and a 
source of motive fuid(not shown). Suitable delay may 
be employed in Such an arrangement to efect clamping 
of the radial arm 127 before the Saw means121 is moved 
upwardly.Alternatively,the Saw means121 may be moved 
upwardly in reSponse to the Start of movement of the 
carriage 123 by Way of Suitable limit Switches interposed 
in the path of the wheels 137.The chips and plastic dust 
efected bythe Sawingare drawn of through Suitable hose 
?3? connected with a ventilationfan(notshown). Asthe 
Saw 121 hits an upper limit Switch(not shown)the saw 
means121 is returned toits lowermost position;the radial 
arm 127 is released,and the carriage 123 returned to its 
Starting position. The wheeled carriage may be moved 
back to its Starting position by a Suitable drive means or 
by a slightly inclined track such that the force ofgravity 
efects the return,once the radialarm 127is releasedfrom 
engagingthe conduit means11. 
The cut Sections of the conduit means having the plu 

rality of longitudinaly extending passageways are then 
Stored for Subsequent sale,shipment or use. 
The apparatus of FIG.6is operable ona24 hourbasis 

Such that,once the extrusion of the conduit means is 
Started,it may be continued indefinitely to meet the de 
Sired production schedules. 

If desired,a cross head die may be employed for the 
extrusion of the conduit means 11. The cross head die 
has a plurality of discrete die heads for extrudinga con 
duit,each conduit having one or more paSSagewayS. 
Thereafter the exterior wals of the conduisarejoined; 
as at contiguous exterior walls;to form a unitary conduit 
me*s having the desired plurality of longitudinaly ex 
tending paSSagewayS. For example,a dual cross head die 
Such as ilustratedin FIGS.11 and 12may beemployed 
to produce a conduit means suchasillustratedin FIG.13. 
* FIGS,11 and 12,the die means 31 comprisesafrst 
inear die head 141 for producinga first conduit means 
143,FIG 13,having two longitudinaly extending pas 
SageWayS 145 and 147.The die means31includesacross 
head die 149 for extruding a second conduitmeans151. 
The Second conduit means 151 comprises Seven longitu 
dinaly extending passageways arranged in a U-Shaped 
conduit with a horizontalrow ofthree horizontalylateral 
ly disposed passageways153 integraly formed with two 
TOWS 9f Verticaly disposed passageways155and 157.As 
9escribed hereinbeforewithrespectto theotherdiemeans 
31,FIGS 7-10,each of the first lineardie head141and 
the cross head died149 hasaplurality of pin means dis? 
POSed therewithin for defining the extrusion paSSageways 
through Which the respective walls of the Iongitudinally 
*ding Passageways and the respective conduit means 
Wil be extruded In the first lineardie head 141,the pin 
means Such aspins159are held Concentrically within the 
Wals of the die head bystrongspiderssuchasformed by 
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a plurality of webs 161. The webs must be suficiently 
Strong to retain the pins in place against the relatively 
high force efected by the plastic underits high pressure 
actingoverthe area ofthepins. 
In addition,the top and bottom webs have the plu 

rality of passageways defined by the respective conduits 
75,77,and 79,as described with respect to FIGS.9 
and 10 for fiow of cooling fuid through the respective 
pin meanS. This arrangementis similarto the concentric 
pin means thatis retained within a die for the extrusion 
of Single passageway conduit meansin conventionalprac 
tice. 
The cross head die 149,similarly,has the respective 

paSSageways and conduit means for the cooling fluid, 
illustrated as conduits 75,77,and 79. Whereasthe lineal 
die head 141 has an aigned inlet passageway 163 for 
entry of the moiten plastic under high pressure,the cross 
head die has an inlet passageway 165 that is disposed 
at_an angle with reSpect to its pin means such as pin 
167 Moreover,the inlet passageway165 divides and,aS 
lustrated by the passageways fled with plastic 169 and 
171,FIG,12,the distribution of the plastic is facilitated 
by enlarged passageways down the side of the pin means, 
as Wel as through vertical and horizontal paSSageways 
173,175; Similar to the passageways 69and71 ofFIGS. 
7and 8. 
As the reSpective first and Second conduit means143 

and 151 are extruded from theirrespective die headsin 
molen form,their contiguous outer walls join to form a 
nine-paSSageWay conduit means,iHustrated in FIG,13. 
Specicaly,the respective frstand second conduitmeans 
Wil have their contiguous wals joined,if not already 
joined by Suitably_disposed extrusion angles,by entry 
int9 a Yacuum cooling and sizing means 41,The cooing 
and sizing means 41 comprises a chiled water bath hay 
inga imitedinlet via restrictedinletvalve177andacon 
troled efuent via vacuum regulator179 connected with 
Suitable Vacuum pump means(not shown)and reSpon 
Sively connectedwith theinterior ofthe coolingand sizing 
fneans 41 for Sensing the partial vacuum;and includes 
the plate Support means 93for sizingthe conduit means 
11·Thus,the higher pressure in the plurality of longitu 
dinaly extending passageways of the conduit means11 
force the contiguous wals of the two conduits143 and 
151 together to form the resulting unitary conduitmeans 
11·Of course,Suitable vacuum gauges may be employed 
on the reSpective cooling and sizing means 41 for ob 
Seryance bythe operator The respective pin means have 
Suitable Stingers 59 for Supportingthe interior wals that 
are Subject to distortion under the force ofgravity while 
in a deformable state These wals are cooledrapidy to 
resist Such distortion. 
Any of the other forms of the conduit means11 may 

be formed by similar dual cross head dies For example, 
asilustratedin FIG.14,a conduitmeans havingfourteen 
1ongitudinaly extending passageways17 may be formed 
by a first conduit means 181 of substantialy square cross 
Sectional Shape and a Second conduit means 183;andem 
placing contiguous exterior Walls together while in a 
molten State. 
While the cooling and sizing means 41 has been ilus 

trated as being completely filed with a chilled cooling 
fiuid in FIG.11,it should be realized that where the lon 
gitudinaly extending passagewayS are of considerable 
size;for example,2—4inches or more;the bouyant force 
acting on the total conduit means 11 may be Suficiently 
great asto be objectionable,Accordingly,a chilled Spray 
with Suitable vacuum controls,as illustrated in FIG,6, 
will be preferable forthe larger sized conduit means. 

In the embodiments of the method and apparatus em 
ployed for forming the conduit means hereinbefore,the 
evacuated cooling and sizing means has been employed 
with substantialy atmospheric preSSure on the interior of 
the respective longitudinaly extending passagewayS. If 
desired,diferentpressures may be employedin respective 
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10 
vertically disposed,longitudinaly extending passageways, 
as illustrated in FIG. 15,to prevent distortion of the 
interior Walls,As ilustrated in FIG,15,the hot ex 
trudate forming conduit means 11 is extruded from the 
extrusion paSSageways of the die means 31 and passed 
through the cooling and sizing means 41. The cooling 
and sizing means 41 has the usual accoutrements as de 
Scribed hereinbefore,Additionally,disposed interiorly of 
the respective longitudinally extending paSSagewayS are 
plugs 185,187,and 189. The plugs are connected with 
their respective pin means by suitable cables 191. Re 
Spective Super atmospheric preSSures Pi,P2,and P3 are 
developed in the longitudinaly extending paSSageways 
Such that the pressure P1 is greater than the pressure P2 
which is,in turn,greater than the preSSure P3 So as to 
efect an upward force on the interior Walls of the re 
Spective passageways and prevent the sagging of the in 
terior walls under the force of gravity. The cooling and 
Sizing means 41 may be evacuated,or the pressures Pi-P3 
may be super atmospheric to force the exterior walls of 
the conduit11 outwardly against the Support plate means 
95. With the method and arrangementillustratedin FIG. 
15,the use of the stingers on the reSpective pin means 
is no longer necessary. Ordinarily,however,the stinger 
means will be preferred because care must be taken in 
emplacing the plugs within the respective conduit means 
to Start the formation of the conduit means 11,Once the 
plugs are emplaced,the extrusion may be continued on 
a 24 hour per day basis to minimize the Start up difi 
culties. No vacuum controls are shown on the cooling 
and sizing means 41 in FIG.15,since if pressures PI-P3 
are suficiently great,an evacuated cooling and Sizing 
meanS41is unneceSSary. 
To facilitate use of the conduit means having the plu 

rality of longitudinaly extending passageways it is im 
perative that Suitable elbows,or SWeeps,be fashioned 
therefrom to enable making a desired degree of turn and 
that suitable means be provided for joining the long SeC 
tions of conduit together;even though there is much leSS 
joiningto be done than with the Short,four foot concrete 
sections Suchas were formerly employed. 
The bending of the conduit means may be performed 

with minimal distortion of the respective passageways in 
a method and with apparatus illustrated in FIG. 16:AS 
will become more clearly apparent from the deScriptive 
matter hereinafter,the method of forming the elbows 
havingtheplurality of passageways therewithin comprise 
the following steps. First,a joint of a predetermined 
length or a conduit means having a plurality of paSSage 
waysis formed. Second,a Semi-flexible mandrel is em 
placed withineach of the plurality of passageways of the 
joint of the conduit means. The Semi-fiexible mandrel 
comprises a high melting material andis Suficientlyfiexi 
ble to resist distortion of the passageways when the con 
duit meansis bent. Third,the joint of the conduit means 
is heated to its softeningpoint along a length where itis 
to be bent Fourth,the joint of the conduit means and 
the semi-fiexible mandrels are then bent to the desired 
degree of bend. Fifth,thejoint of the conduit means and 
the semi-fiexible mandrels are cooled while they are re 
tained at the desired degree of bend. Finaly,the Semi 
flexible mandrels are removedfrom the precisely formed 
eiboW. - 

Asilustratedin FIG.16,the conduit means11 is held 
withina stationary clamp 193 and a movable clamp 195. 
Thesemi-fiexible mandrelcomprises a bag197filed With 
a particulate material such as sand 199 having a high 
meltingpoint.The bag197,similarly,has a high melting 
pointand will be formed from suitable high temperature 
material suchas the fluorocarbons like Tefion. The Open 
ends 201 are suitably fastened together to retain the 
particulate material within the fled bags 197. If desired, 
the bags definingthe semi-flexible mandrelinthe paSSage 
ways on the outside of the turn,away from the interior 
ig means 203,may be longer than those in the conduits 
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on the inside of the turn in the elbow. The movable 
clamp 195is connected,as by rod 205 with a Suitable 
power means such as a pneumatic ram(not shown)for 
moving the movable clamp 195 along a defined arc to 
achieve the exact degree of bend for the elbow. The 
exact degree of bend may beadjusted by suitable movable 
stops in conformance with the interior jig 203,as de 
scribed in my copending application Ser,No,127,931 
(PF-114),entitled "Precision Bending of Plastic Pipe,° 
filed Mar,25,1971,now issued as U.S. Pat. No. 
3753,635.The suitable control means,and the guides for 
the movable clamp are described in detail therein and 
need not be repeated in this application.The heating may 
be efected by any means Such as infrared lamps,elec 
trical elements,or even radio frequency(RF) heating. 
In the latter instance,the silicate particles,if Sand is 
employed,may respond to the RF heating to heat the 
conduit means interiorly for faster heating. Thus,the 
radio frequency heating may be employed alone or as a 
Supplemental means in conjunction with another mode 
of heating. 

After the deSired degree of bend has been achieved, 
the conduit means is cooled,as by Spraying chilled fluid 
Such as water thereover. If desired,the bending opera 
tion may be automated,as described in my above refer 
enced application Ser. No.127,931. Once the precision 
elbow has been formed,the clamps 193 and 195 are 
releaSed and the elbow removed from the bending appa 
ratus,The Semi-flexible mandrels may be removed; di 
rectly,or by opening the end 201 to release the particu 
late matter therefrom to facilitate removal of the bags 
197. With these precisely formed elbows,the Sections of 
the pipe may be readilyjoined to turn any degree of bend 
readily and much more eXpeditiously than was formerly 
required witheither the short Sections of concrete conduit 
Or the bundled Sections of Single conduit. 
The respective Sections may bejoined together by any 

conventional means. For example,if desired,one end of 
a conduit may be belled by heating and the insertion of 
a belling means during the manufacture of the conduit; 
while the other end of the conduit is formed into an 
insert end that fits conformingly within the belled end, 
by the use of a Suitable heated mold to form the exact 
shaped insert end,Such joining of insert end to belled 
end,in conjunction with suitable compatible adhesives, 
willefect ajoint thatis suficientlytightthatevenpoison 
ous gaSes may be fowed through the respective conduit 
meanS. For example,polyvinyl chloride has its own com 
mercially available adhesive systems,as does ABS. The 
polyolefinic thermoplastic materials do not have a Satis 
factory adhesive System,Consequently,if the Sections of 
the conduit means are formed of the polyolefins,they 
must be joined by heat. For example,it is known to 
embed wires in one end of the conduit means such that, 
when abutted with an adjacent end of an adjacent Sec 
tion and the wires heated electrically,the plasticis melted 
to form a fuid tight joint between the Sections. 

Preferably,however,joining of the respective conduit 
sectionsis efected bythe use of a couping means suchas 
illustrated in FIG. 17. Therein,the coupling means 211 
comprises an exterior shel1212 havingtwo receivingends. 
Each receivingend of the coupling means 211 will have 
a slight taper 213 within the range offrom about % to 
1% degree per inch to define a lead-in for the conduit 
means. If desired,the squared of ends of the respective 
Sections of the conduit means may be inserted within an 
exact repica for forming a conforming insert end on 
the respective Sections. In this way,the sections of the 
conduit means will fit within the coupling means 211, 
With or Without additional bonding such as the adhesive 
System,or the heating. Ordinarily,it is not imperative 
that each of the interior longitudinally extending passage 
ways be Sealed from each other,butonly thatthe exterior 
walls of the conduit be Sealed so as to maintain a positive 
preSSure;Such as,a positive nitrogen preSSure in the case 
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12 
of telephonic installations,Thus the ends of the Sections 
of the conduit means 11 may be abutted without re 
quiring an intermediate Sealing means,or grid. As illus 
trated in FIG. 17,however,the coupling means 2?l has 
a centraly disposed grid 2?5 for abutting each end of 
the respective Sections of conduit,asillustratedin FIG.18. 
The grid means 215 abuts the respective interior Walls 
of the reSpective longitudinally extending paSSageways to 
form a Seal therewith. If desired,o-rings or Similar re 
Silient materials may be incorporated into the reSpective 
ends of the grid means 215 to better efect a Seal with 
the respective interior walls of the conduit means 11. 
It is for efecting a close fit that the pipe ends must be 
exactly"squared,°or cut perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis by the Square cutting means 45. 
The coupling means 21? may be formed by any of 

the well known proceSSes Such as by rotational casting, 
described in my U.S. Pats,Nos,3,314,639;3,315,314; 
3,341,896;and 3,388,429. The Shrinkage factors,as well 
as the mechanical devices for efecting the desired taper 
and"sizing°of both the coupling means2i? and the ends 
of the conduit Sections are known in the plastic art and 
need not be described in detai herein. The butt joints so 
formed are nearly enough perfect to prevent Snagging of 
cable or turbulance of materials flowing through the re 
spective longitudinally extendingpassageways. 
The coupling means 2?l may be formed by injection 

moldingif desired. 
From the foregoing deScriptive matter and drawings,it 

can be Seen that this invention accomplishes Several de 
sirable things. The conduit means having the plurality of 
1ongitudinally extending passageways having common in 
terior walls will eliminate much of plastic in pipe and 
thereby make an economical conduit means. The manu 
facture of thistype conduit means,withits longlengthsis 
advantageous,instead ofeitheremployingthe Shortlengths 
of concrete or requiring labor and manpower for indi 
vidualy bundling a plurality of single conduits together 
by banding,Strapping,Welding,orglueing. Moreover,the 
1onglengths of conduit means havingthe plurality of lon 
gitudinaly extending passageways will allow an installa 
tion crew to handle as longa length as has beenemployed 
with a Single passage ways conduit heretofore,with ob 
vious Savingsin the installation costs.The coupling ofthe 
conduit means having the plurality of longitudinally 
extending paSSageways is much more economical than 
the coupling of respective ends of a plurality ofindividual 
tubes in a bundle,requiring,as it does,a diferent radius 
of curvature foreachelbow,even though the same degree 
of turnis being efected bythe respective pipein the bun 
dle,Further Savings are efected and better and more 
nearly standard degrees of turn can be efected readily. 
Thus,theinvention obviates the disadvantages oftheprior 
artandprovides a substantialy universally acceptable con 
duit means with a plurality of passageways;a method of 
employing it,including method of bending and joining; 
and method and apparatus for its manufacture. 

Although the invention has been described with acer 
tain degree of particularity,itis understood thatthe pres 
ent discloSure is made only by way of example and that 
numerous changes in the details of construction and the 
combination and arrangement ofparts may be resorted to 
without departing from the Spirit and the scope of the 
invention. 
Whatis claimedis: 
1. A method of forming a conduit means having ex 

terior walls around a plurality of passageways extending 
1ongitudinallytherewithin,comprisingthe steps of: 

(a)operationally continuously extrudinga moltenplas 
tic through a die means having a plurality of at least 
nine adjacent pin means that are Spaced apart and 
include eight pin means disposed about an interior 
pin means so asto defineat leastoneinteriorpassage 
way thatis totally surrounded by interior walls that 
cannot be cooled by an external coolant and that, 
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consequently are Subject to sagging;said plurality of 
at least nine adjacent pin means beingequaly Spaced 
apart so as to define a continuous extrusion passage 
way around each Said pin means so as to form a hot 
extrudate thatis continuous and closed in cross Sec 
tion and that defines said plurality of longitudinally 
extending passageways,each passageway having at 
least a portion ofits internal walls in common with 
an adjacent paSSageway; 

(b) cooling Said hot extrudate by contacting its eX 
terior walls with a cold liquid coolant and fowing 
agaseous coolingfuidinteriorly of Said plurality of 
passageways and simultaneously efecting a preSSure 
on the interior of Said extrudate thatis higher than 
the pressure on the exterior of Saidextrudate,sizing 
said exterior walls and supporting Saidinterior wals 
of said extrudate by a plurality of respective cooled 
elongate coolingstinger meansthatextend outwardly 
from respective pin means of said die means in Sup 
port of said interior wals;thereby preventing dis 
tortion of said exterior and interior walls under the 
force of gravity and the diferential pressure from 
the interior to the exterior of said extrudate until 
Said extrudate is cool enough to resist Said distor? 
tion; 

(c)further cooling Saidextrudate to a non-pliable state 
toformsaid conduitmeans; 

(d)pullingthe conduit means So asto efect movement 
of the extrudate away from said die means;and 

(e)severingsaid conduit meansinto Sections of prede 
termined lengthS. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein Said extrudate is 
passed into a vacuum chamber means that efects a re 
duced pressure on the exterior of said hot extrudate and 
the exterior walls of said hot extrudate are passed in 
teriorly alongconformingsupport plate means within Said 
vacuum chamber means for sizing and preventing dis 
tortion of Saidexterior walls. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein eleven pin means 
and Sevenelongate cooingstingermeans areemployed to 
efect eleven passageways in Said conduit means. 

4. The method of claim 1 whereinfourteen pin means 
and ten elongate cooling Stinger means are employed to 
efect fourteen passageways in Said conduit means. 

5. A method of forming a conduit means having a 
plurality of passageways extending longitudinally there 
within comprisingthe steps of: 

(a) extruding a molten plastic through a die meanS 
having a plurality of adjacent pin means that are 
spaced apart so as to define a continuous extrusion 
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passagewaytherearoundso asto form a hotextrudate 
that is continuous and closed in cross Section and 
that defines a plurality of longitudinally extending 
passageways,each passageway having at least a por 
tion of its internal walls in common with an adjacent 
paSSageWay; 

(b) cooling Said hot extrudate while Simultaneously 
efecting a pressure on the interior of Said extrudate 
thatis higher than the pressure on the exterior of 
Said extrudate,Sizing the exterior walls and Support 
ing the walls of Said extrudate to prevent distortion 
of Said walls under the force of gravity and the 
diferential pressure from the interior to the exterior 
of Said extrudate until saidextrudate is cool enough 
to resist said distortion;said cooling beingefected by 
spraying a cooling liquid over the exterior of Said 
hot extrudate while simultaneously flowing a cooling 
fuidthrough Saidplurality ofpaSSagewayswithin Said 
hot extrudate; 

(c)further cooling Said extrudate to a non-pliable state 
to form Said conduit means; 

(d)pulling the conduit means so as to efect move 
ment of the extrudate away from Said die means; 

(e)passing said extrudate around non-Sealing plugs 
thatare connected with Said pin means and disposed 
at a predetermined distance downstream So as to 
efect,in conjunction with Said cooling fuid fioWing 
interiorly along Said plurality of passagewayS,reSpec 
tive,verticaly decreasing pressures within said plu 
rality of passageways for supporting the interior 
walis thereabout;and 

(f)Severing Said conduit means into Sections of pre 
determined lengths. 

6,The method of claim 5 wherein Said pressures are 
Super atmospheric and comprise a bottom preSSure P1 
thatis greater than the pressure P2 in the next vertically 
adjacent passageway,which is,in turn,greater than the 
pressure P3 in the next vertically adjacent passageway to 
Supportinterior Walls. 
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